Presentation plan

Who I am and where I work

What I/we do in the woods (project background)
  ● Examples of activities
  ● When we go (whole/half day - frequency)
  ● Who comes out with us (participant group)

What was the focus of the research/what was the research question?

How did I/we collect data? (research methods)
  ● examples of method (keep any people anonymous)

How did we analyse the data collected/what sort of thing should it tell us?
  ● How we analysed data - wellbeing indicators

Research findings
  ● examples of quotes/video etc. (keep any people anonymous)
  ● Top five most significant results

Research summary/conclusion
  ● my reflections on research
  ● my actions as a result of research findings
  ● how research will affect my work/be carried forwards
  ● what it means to the audience (what might they learn from it)